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Explore 

Endeavour 

Excel 

Courage to fly! 

Puncrimary.orgtuality 96.6% 

Nursery Edition  
Dear Parents and Carers, 

In Literacy, we have been reading the book ‘The Bear in the Cave’. We have discussed what 

sounds we might hear in the city and used body percussion to retell the story. We have been 

learning about Guy Fawkes and created our own colorful bonfire pictures. In Maths, we were 

counting bears and fireworks and then matching them to the correct numerals. The children 

enjoyed the challenge to add one more and recalled the numbers correctly. A big whoosh to 

them! Nursery children have also endeavored in finding their names and putting themselves on 

the self-registration board. Have a lovely weekend! Nursery Team 

Have a lovely weekend! Nursery Team  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Have a nice weekend! 

 Ms Kis and the Nursery Team 

 
 

 

Our Topic this Half Term is: 

 ‘Out and About’ 

Book of the Week: 

 ‘We‘re Going on a Bear Hunt’ 

Song of the Week: 

‘Teddy Bear Song’ 

We are collecting toilet rolls for our art and 

craft activity next week. Please hand these in 

directly to the Nursery. 

 

Next week is Parent Consultation week.  

  

Friday 13th November- In support of 

Children In Need, we ask pupils to wear 

their pyjamas and bring a £1 donation for 

Children in Need on this day.ren are back to 

nursery on 4th  
 

 
Sign up schedules have been displayed outside the classrooms so 

parents can select an appointment slot to meet the class teacher 

2015. 

 

November 2015.try in the Early Years  

The date of when you will receive your login details has 

been moved to the week commencing the 2nd November 

2015. 

Tapestry in the Early Years  

The date of when you will receive your login details has 
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Excellence of the Week Award 

 

                Nico (AM)  

               Karim (PM)  

 

Attendance and Punctuality 

 Attendance Punctuality 
Nursery AM   97% 100% 
Nursery PM   95%   97% 

 

Voluntary Contribution 

We use a lot of resources in Nursery. 

Therefore, if possible, please could 

parents pay a voluntary contribution of 

£10 per term to go towards this. Thank 

you. 

 

Taking orders at the role play restaurant and 

creating bonfire pictures. 


